Travel Tales and Tips

Custom
Itineraries

Custom Itineraries Built to Suit
Your Travel Dreams
No matter the destination, we can plan your next
adventure! Travel without the hassle. Let us handle
all the planning; you just handle the fun.
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What do you want to get out of your trip?
We can take the stress out of planning, traveling, and
even navigating with one of our custom itineraries.
Everyone has different interests, likes

itinerary to match what you love:

and dislikes. Some travelers want to

sights, activities, adventure, tours,

barrel full speed from one place to the

food, wine… whatever it may be. We

next at record-breaking pace, others

understand that vacation time is

want to take their time and discover

precious, and we want you to get to

every nook and cranny of a particular

relax and enjoy it. Let us take all of

city. Some want to cover each sight

the stress out of planning with one of

in depth, others to see very little in

our custom-built itineraries.

terms of ‘sights’ and prefer to just
soak up the city’s atmosphere. We
understand

that

everyone

has

particular interests and that no two
groups want their trip tailored in the
exact same way.
No matter your taste, we pride
ourselves in personalizing your travel
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At Tr avel Tales and Tips, we can
tailor every part of your trip to
suit your personal preferences.
We don’t believe in a one-size
fits all approach. Our goal is to
provide

the

trip

of

YOUR

dreams, not someone else’s.

Our Services:
Itineraries, Excursions, Directions, and Even Maps!

Are you a do-it-yourselfer?

Do you prefer to have it all Or do you fall somewhere

Do you want to plan your trip yourself

done for you?

in between?

Would you rather have everything

Perhaps you prefer to have some

planned out for you?

That’s our

details planned out for you but don’t

A custom built itinerary

want a full-on travel itinerary built.

provides you with everything you

Whatever you’re looking for, we can

need to have a relaxing, stress-free

discuss the options and work around

vacation.

your wishes.

but just don’t know where to start?
We can point you in the right
direction. Our consultants will work
with you to narrow down your
destination(s) and sights around your
interests; discuss potential excursions; and suggest booking sites.
We value your time and want you to
get the most out of our sessions.
Prior to a consultation, you will
complete a survey detailing interests
and potential travel destination(s) so
that we come into each session
focused on your interests only!

specialty!

Our full package includes: a detailed
day-by-day itinerary with all of your
lodging, transportation, and excursion information; must-see sights
tailored to

your interests; walking

directions (where applicable); a daily
checklist; and even maps* and
guidebooks* (if desired).

It’s your trip, and it’s

about about what you want.

We

recognize that your vacation time is
precious, and we want everything to
be perfect.
Contact us to discuss all of your
travel planning options today!
*Extra fee applies. We provide our favorite
guidebooks and detailed (laminated) city maps.
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Hassel-free vacationing: We can plan it all for you!
From transportation and excursions to lodging and cuisine, we can provide reservations, tips, or
fully built itineraries. Benefit from someone who’s done the research and been to the
destinations. Let us provide you with everything you need to know without all of the work!

Transportation.
We can help you with getting from A to Z. From booking your flights to
inter-city travel to location transportation options, we provide it all.
Your custom itinerary can be built to include plane, train, and bus
tickets; detailed walking directions; underground station information;
boat schedules; and location-specific options (donkeys, tuk-tuks, etc).

Excursions.
Always dreamed of swimming with elephants in Thailand or riding a
camel in Morocco? Do you fantasize about cooking with a chef in
Tuscany or seeing an acrobatics show in China? Whatever it is, we
can help you plan it! From walking tours to adventure excursions,
we’ll help you explore the options and pick the perfect one for you.

Lodging.
Whether your idea of the perfect vacation is staying in a five-star
resort or bunking up in a hostel, we can find the perfect place for you.
We recognize that everyone is under different budget constraints and
we will tailor your vacation to your needs. Have hotel points you want
to use? We specialize in stretching their value to maximum potential!

Cuisine.
Want to find the best indigenous cuisine? Need help with restaurant
suggestions or where to find that authentic local experience?
Whether it’s a morning farmer’s market or a Michelin Star restaurant,
we can help you find it. Our experts can provide you with firsthand
recommendations, directions, and must-try dishes.
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About Meghan Perkins:
Founder, Travel Consultant, & Author
Back

several

years

ago, while

I have traveled throughout Europe,

developing the itinerary for my first

Asia, Africa, and North America and

trip abroad, I realized that half the fun

can apply firsthand knowledge, tips,

of traveling for me is in the planning

and guidance to planning for both the

itself.

novice and the experienced traveler.

I love looking at the time I have,

Benefit from my experience. I’ll help

researching

locations,

you avoid the tourist traps, find the

narrowing down the cities I want to

real gems, and skip to the front of the

cover, and then going through all of

lines. You’ll get to sit back, relax, and

the sights, finding the best ones, and

enjoy your vacation—like you should!

possible

figuring out the most systematic way
to tackle them. I especially love to

~Meghan

discover some of the less visited but
equally spectacular cities in a region.
Putting

my

plan

into

action

is

undoubtedly the best part, but it flies
by so quickly that without all of that
preparation, I couldn’t enjoy it to the
fullest.
Most people don’t love planning like I
do. They either don’t have the time or
the prospect is just too daunting. I
can plan an itinerary to suit any
interest and enjoy every minute of
helping to make your travel dreams
come true.
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No matter the destination, we can plan your next adventure!
Contact us to learn more, or visit our website for tips, tales, and videos!
www.traveltalesandtips.com
info@traveltalesandtips.com
All photos in this document are the property of Travel Tales and Tips and cannot be used or duplicated without expressed permission.

